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Reply to Office Action of September 20, 2006

L Amendments to the Claims

Listing of Claims :

This listing of claims replaces without prejudice all prior versions and listings of claims in the

application:

Claims 1-21 (cancelled)

22. (currently amended) A positive displacement valve for use in a hydraulic circuit, the positive

displacement valve comprising:

a pair of longimdinally-moveable, spaced-apart pistons, each operative^ connected by
longitudinal shaft means to each other so that movement ofone piston causes an equal movement
of doe other, each situated within a corresponding cylinder member, the cylinder members
arranged in juxtaposed relation to each other, each cylinder member having mutually opposed

ends and an aperture proximate each of the opposite opposed ends thereof so as to permit ingress

and egress of a pressurized hydraulic fluid from within said cylinder members : and

piston phasing means integral with at least one of the cylinder members comprising at

least one egress port situated in said at least one cylinder member proximate at least one opposed
end of said at least one cylinder member, said egress port together with the associated aperture

forming a pair of apertures proximate the at least one opposed end of said at least one cylinder

member, sad-said egress port operable to permit egress of at least some of the pressurized

hydraulic fluid that is ingressing into the at leas? one cylinder member.

23. (previously presented) The positive displacement valve of Claim 22, the cylinder members each

having a longitudinal axis, wherein the piston phasing means comprise o pair of apertures in the at least

one of the cylinder murobcrs, said egress port and said associated aperture spaced apart from each other

along eft the longitudinal axis thereof, but together situated proximate at least one end of the at least one

of the cylinder members.

24. (currently amended) The positive displacement valve of Claim 22 wherein the piston phasing

means comprises an pair of apertures egress port in each of the cylinder members, each egress port

situated proximate 8 respective aperture in said cylinder member spaeed-epart from each other, and

together with said respective aperture situated proximate at least one end of each of the cylinder

members.

25. (currently amended) The positive displacement valve of Claim 23 wherein the associated

gpejri^re one of the pan of-qportur^Q most proxitBatc the at least one end of tho at lcaat one of the cylinder

mombco is larger in cross-sectional area than the egress port ether of the pair of aporturo3rr

26. (previously presented) The positive displacement valve of Claim 23 further comprising a check

valve in fluid communication with one of the pair of apertures for restricting reverse flow of hydraulic

fluid. >
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27. (currently amended) The positive displacement valve of Claim 36- 25 wherein the associated

aperture eae-of the pair of apertures is the aperture of the pair- of apcrturea most remote proximate item
the opposed end of the at least one of the cylinder members which the pair of apertures a?e is situated

proximate.

28. (currently amended) A hydraulic plaifbim lift for use with a truck or truck trailer, the hydraulic

pjaiform lift comprising:

a platform member having two opposite side edges;

first and second hydraulic cylinders each having a piston member therein, each of said

first and second hydraulic cylinders operatively coupled to a respective side edge of said platform

member to permit raising and lowering of said platform member,

pump means for supplying a pressurized hydraulic fluid to said hydraulic cylinders via a
positive displacement means;

said positive displacement means comprising a pair of longimdinally-moveablc, spaced-

apart pistons, each operatively connected by longitudinal shaft means to each other so that

movement of one piston causes an equal movement of the other, each situated within a
corresponding cylinder member, the cylinder members arranged in juxtaposed relation to each
other, each cylinder member having mutually opposed ends and an aperture proximate each of the

opposite opposed ends thereof so as to permit ingress and egress of the pressurized hydraulic

fluid from within said cylinder members to said respective first and second hydraulic cylinders:

and

piston phasing means integral with at least one of the cylinder members comprising at

least one egress port situated in said ai lea^t one cylinder member proximate ai least one opposed

end of said at least one cylinder member, said egress port together with the associared aperture

forming a pair of apertures proximate the at least one opposed enc} of said at least one cylinder

member, and^said egress port operable to permit egress of at least some of the pressurized

hydraulic fluid that is ingressing into the at least one cylinder member.

29. (currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 28, the cylinder members each having a

longitudinal axis, wherein the piston phasing means comprise a- pair of apertures m tho at leosi ono of the

cylinder members, said egress port and said associated aperture spaced apart from each other along ©s
the longitudinal axis thereof, but together situated proximate at least one end of me at least one of the

cylinder members.

30. (currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 28 wherein the piston phasing means
comprises an pair of oporturcs e_gregs port in each of the cylinder members, each egress port situated

proximate a respective apernire in said cylinder member apaeed apart from each other, and together with

said respective aperture situated proximate at least one end of each of the cylinder members,

3 1 . (currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 29 wherein the associated aperture eae

of the pair of apertures mostproximate tho at loose one end ofthe ai least one of the cylinder members is

larger in cross-sectional area than the egress port other of the pair of aperturoa.
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32. (previously presented) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 29 further comprising a check valve

ia fluid communication with one of the pair of apertures for restricting reverse flow of hydraulic fluid.

33. (currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 33 11 wherein the associated aperture

enerof the pair of apertures is the aperture of tho pair of apertures most remote proximate fi?a*» io_ the

opposed end of the at leasi one of the hydraulic cylinders ia larger in area than the other of the pair of
a^emffea-which the paif of apertures is situated proximate.

34. (currently amended) A hydraulic platform lift for use with a truck or truck trailer, the hydraulic

platform lift comprising:

a platform member having two opposite side edges;

first and second hydraulic cylinders each having a piston member therein, each of said

first and second hydraulic cylinders operatively coupled to a respective side edge of said platform

member to permit raising and lowering of said platform member,

pump means for supplying ajpressunzed hydraulic fluid to said hydraulic cylinders via a
positive displacement means;

said positive displacement means comprising a pair of longitudinally-moveable, spaced-

apan pistons, each operativeiy connected by longitudinal shaft means to each other so that

movement of one piston causes an equal movement of the other, each situated within a

corresponding cylinder member, the cylinder members arranged in juxtaposed relation to each
other, each cylinder member having mutually opposed ends and an aperture proximate each ofthe
opposite ends thereof so as to permit ingress and egress of the pressurized hydraulic fluid to said

respective first and second hydraulic cylinders: and

piston phasing means integral with at least one of the hydraulic cylinders comprising at

least one caress port situated in said at least one hydraulic cylinder proximate at least one

opposed end of said at least one hydraulic cylinder, said egress port together with the agsocjated

aperture forming a pair of apertures proximate the at least one opposed end of sai^1 less* one

hydraulic cylinder* ami-said eprcss port operable to permit egress of at least some of the

pressurized hydraulic fluid that is ingressing into the at least one hydraulic cylinder.

35. (currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 34, the hydraulic cylinders each having

a longitudinal axis, whereon tho piston phasing moans comprise a pair of opomtf03 in the ot least one of

the cylinder members, said e*g-ess pon and said associated aperture spaced apart from each other along

en the longitudinal axis thereof, but together situated proximate at least one end of the at least one of the

hydraulic cylinders.

36. (currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 34 wherein the piston phasing means
comprises an puir of apertures egress port in each of the hydraulic cylinders, each egress port situated

proximate a respective aperture in said hydraulic cylinder spaced apart from each oilier, and together with

said respective aperture situated proximate at least one end ofeach ofthe hydraulic cylinders.

37. (currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 35 wherein the associated aperture arte

of die pair of apertures most proximate the at least one end of the at least one of tho cylinder morobora is

larger in cross-sectional area than the egress port other ofthe pair of apenure».
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38, {currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 35 further comprising a check valve in

fluid communication with one of the pair of apertures for restricting reverse flow of hydraulic fluid.

39, (currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 38 37 wherein the associated aperture

e»e-of the pair of apertures is the aperture of tho paif of apertures most remote proximate &vm to_ the

opposed end of the at least one of the hydraulic cylinders ia larger in qtoq than the other of the pair of

apertures which the pair ofapertures is situated proximate .

40, (currently amended) A hydraulic platform lift for use with a truck or truck trailer, the hydraulic

platform lift comprising:

a platform member having two opposite side edges,

first and second hydraulic cylinders each having a piston member therein, each of said

first and second hydraulic cylinders operatively coupled to a respective side edge of said platform

member to permit raising and lowering of said platform member;

pump means for supplying zrpressurized hydraulic fluid to said hydraulic cylinders via a

positive displacement means;

said positive emplacement means comprising a pair of longitudmally-moveable, spaced-

apan pistons, each operatively connected by longitudinal shaft means to each other so that

movement of one piston causes an equal movement of the other, each situated within a

corresponding cylinder member, the cylinder members arranged in juxtaposed relation to each

other, each cylinder member having mutually opposed ends and an aperture proximate each ofthe
opposite ends thereof so as to permit ingress and egress of the pressurized hydraulic fluid to said

respective first and second hydraulic cylinders :

piston phasing means integral with at least one of the hydraulic cylinders comprising at

least one egress port situated in said at least one hydraulic cylinder proximate at least one

opposed end of said ai least one frycjraulic cylinder, said egress port together with jbg. associated

aperture forming a pair of apertures proximate the at least one opposed end of said at least one

hydraulic cylinder, ami-said egress port operable to permit egress of at least some of the

pressurized hydraulic fluid that is ingressing into the at least one hydraulic cylinder; and

piston phasing means integral with at least one of the cylinder members comprising at

]e&_st ope egress port situated in said at least one cylinder member proximate at least one opposed

end of said at least One cylinder member, said egress port together with the associated aperture

forming 9 pajr of apertures proximate the at least one opposed end of said at least one cylinder

member, aft&said. egress port operable to permit egress of at least some of the pressurized

hydraulic fluid that is ingressing into the at least one cylinder member.

41. (currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 40, the hydraulic cylinders and cylinder

members each having a longitudinal axis, wherein iho piston phasing meon3 comprise a pair of aporturoa

in at least one of the hvdraufa oylindora and at least quo of tbfrevliader members, said egress port and
said associated aperture spaced apart from each other along ea the longitudinal axis of at least one of the
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hydraulic cylinders and at least one of the cylinder members, together situated proximate at least one

end ofthe at least one of each of the hydraulic cylinders and the at least one of the cylinder members.

42. (previously presented) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 40, the hydraulic cylinders and

cylinder members each having a longitudinal axis, wfeeretft-Uio pi3ton ptoumg means comprise a pair of

apoituroa in at loaat oao of tho hydraulic ovlindora and in oaoh of dio cylinder mombora. said epress pon

and said associated aperture spaced apart from each other alongm the longitudinal axis ofatle^st one of

the frvdraulic cylinders and in each of the cylinder members, together situate4 proximate at least one end

of the at least one of the hydraulic cylinders and proximate at least one end of each of the cylinder

members.

43. (previously presented) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 40, the hydraulic cylinders and

cylinder members each having a longitudinal axis, wherein ihc piston phasing means comprise a pair of

apertures in each of the hydraulic cylinders and in at least one of the cylinder members, said egress port

ftnd said associated aperture spaced apart from each other along en the longitudinal axis of each of the

hydraulic cylinders and m at least one of the cylinder members , proximate at least one end of each of the

hydraulic cylinders and proximate at least one end of the at least one ofthe cylinder members.

44. (currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 41 wherein the associated aperture we
of the pair of apertures moat proximate the at - Icqsi one end of tho at least one of tho hydraulic cylinders

and thc-
afr lea;* quo of the cylinder members is larger in cross-sectional area than the epress pore other of

the pair of apertures.

45. (previously presented) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 41 further comprising a check valve

in fluid communication wiih one of the pair of apertures for restricting reverse flow ofhydraulic fluid.

46- (currently amended) The hydraulic platform lift of Claim 45 wherein the associated aperture ©ue

of the pair of apertures is the aperture of the pair of apertures most remote proximate fpara ia_ the

opposed end of the at least one of the hydraulic cylinders i9 larger in area tlian tho other of the pan of

apertures which the pair of apertures is situated proximate.
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